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From Reader Review Magick After Midnight: A Paranormal
Romance Novella Collection with Witches, Vampires, Shifters,
Faeries, Magic, and More! for online ebook

Cheshire Cat says

I tried 3 of the 20 stories (not the 40 as in the cover image). And all I can say is no, just no.

Tina Graham says

Review

This is a pretty good series of books and authors. At the end of some of the books u just can't help but but the
next one and the next one. Ect. I do recommend this set.

Julie (Jewls Book Blog) says

Hers To Protect
Amy Lee Burgess
3.5 stars

Ryan and Hailey had a disastrous split in college. 5 years later they find the attraction that simmered years
ago is about to boil over.. if they can forgive each other and move forward. This novella felt like a captured
moment in time-short and sweet, filled with regrets, unfulfilled dreams, forgiveness, and a tentative way to
happiness. I liked Ryan and Hailey and would be curious to see an epilogue to their story.

A Glint Of Light
J. C. Andrijeski
3.5 stars

This story was a little challenging because I'm unfamiliar with the series but held my attention regardless.
The play of shadows and light, psychic powers, and emotional warfare between Balidor and Cass were
intriguing enough that I will be checking out other books this series.

Cally Walker says

A great intro

To several authors and some starts to series. I really enjoyed it and will look for more from these authors



Jennifer says

DNF:
So i decided to see if i could find romance that actually had a plot. Now i think people who have read my
reviews to know that i hate romance. The main reason why is because usually romance books/movies/TV
shows are most of the time just love,kissing and sex. And because of that they have no actual plot which i
don't like. However i found this collection of novels and it seems to get good reviews and i like paranormal
fantasy. So i thought that i give it a try. So i go and find a copy. Then i open the e-book. 20 pages later i just
gave up. I had enough of it. And then i deleted the file off of my iPod. So i think this means that romance is
not for me. Will i go back to the set. No. And now if you'll excuse me. Time to refresh my mind with Poirot.

Michelle Cornwell-Jordan says

Feral-Laxmi Hariharan

Feral transports readers back into the world of the Ruby Iyers series! I enjoyed meeting Maya a half
human/half wolf hybrid who attempts to discover who she truly is and she also is attempting to make sense
of the powerful feelings that she has for a fellow pack member.
The book has many twists that I was not expecting and there is homage paid to a beloved character(s) from
the Many Lives of Ruby Iyers and having read the first book, I enjoyed the mention! I was able to receive
answers to previous questions.

Feral is well written with beautiful imagery and description that paints a powerful scene for the reader and
action that will keep the reader turning the page!

This novella is just a taste and I look forward to reading more about Maya and all the other adventures
waiting in the many lives series.

Plus I loved the wolves! I never can get enough of them!

I recommend this read for those 16 and up who enjoy paranormal, adventure, romance stories!

Bridgett Brown says

I loved all the stories in this box set. Each box is different, in a good way.

Christina Pridemore says

All 1st in a series...



I enjoyed most of the novellas but was again disappointed that they were all the first book of a series.
Mostly, stand alone but I still felt like nothing was concluded.

Monica says

Not bad but not my thing either. I really like to stay away from box sets because most of the time they are
either prequels to actual books or part of a series that I have to buy if I want to know what happens next so
bottom line they end on cliffhangers pretty much. This isn't any different from that unfortunately. I read half
and stopped. I was hoping after avoiding box sets for a couple years they would change and get better but
alas that is not true. A shame really. :(

Helen Dannenberg says

I have only read one book from the boxed set. The Menagerie is what I'll be reviewing today.

I have read many books by this author, Sarah Cradit. She's outdone herself with this one. It's smokin' hot!
The menagerie might not be what you would think. It's a paradise of sexual pleasure and fantasy. One rule is
not to spend too much time with the same partner. If you're an Empyrean, you definitely don't want to fall in
love with a child of man. Watch out, this author has a dangerous imagination!
This short story is a small part of The Crimson and Clover series. If you love this, you will absolutely want
to read more of this outstanding series. Sarah deserves five stars for this one! (less)


